
DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, September 4, 2014

I. CALL TO ORDER

Chairman Strelau called the September 4, 2014 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:35 p.m.

II. ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Austin, Mr. Clary, Ms. Fregeau,  Mr. Jacobson, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski,
Chairman Strelau

ABSENT: None

STAFF: Assistant Village Attorney Dawn Didier, Liaison to the Liquor Commission
Carol Kuchynka

OTHERS: William O’Donaghue, David Thomasson, Dimce Sotiroski, Doris Reed, Court
Reporter

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman Strelau asked for approval of the minutes for the August 7, 2014 Liquor Commission meeting
and asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Hearing no changes, corrections or additions, the August 7, 2014 minutes of the Liquor Commission
meeting were approved as written.

Chairman Strelau reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  

IV APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR LICENSE

Chairman Strelau made the following statements:

"The next order of business is to conduct a public hearing for liquor license applications.  For the
benefit of all present, I would like to state that this Commission does not determine the granting or denial
of the issuance of any license.  We may at the end of each hearing, make a finding or recommendation
with respect to the application.  If necessary, the Commission may adjourn a hearing to a later date in
order to have benefit of further information."

"At the conclusion of the hearing, the Commission will summarize its findings and determine any
recommendations it wishes to make to the Liquor Commissioner."

"The Liquor Commissioner, who is the Mayor of Downers Grove, will, pursuant to Section 3-12
of the Ordinance, render decisions regarding issuance of available licenses within 60 days in order to
consult the Plan Commission for its recommendations."



"Hearings by this Commission are held according to the following format: 1) reading of
information pertinent to the application, 2) comments from the applicant, 3) comments from the public, 4)
discussion by the Commission, and 5) motion and finding by the Commission."

Bed, Bath & Beyond of California, LLC d/b/a Bed, Bath & Beyond

Chairman Strelau stated that the next order of business was an application hearing for Bed, Bath &
Beyond of California, LLC d/b/a Bed, Bath & Beyond located at 1548 Butterfield Road.  She stated that
the applicant was seeking approval for a Class “P-2”, beer and wine only, off-premise consumption liquor
license.

Chairman Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant to step forward and be seated. 
She asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. William O’Donaghue, Mr. David Thomasson, Mr. Dimce (Jim) Sotiroski and Ms. Doris Reed were
sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Thomasson introduced himself as the regional manager, Ms. Reed
introduced herself as the district manager and Mr. Sotiroski introduced himself as the store manager of
the Downers Grove Bed, Bath & Beyond.  Mr. O’Donaghue introduced himself as the attorney
representing Bed, Bath & Beyond.

Chairman Strelau asked the applicant to explain the business plan and how it pertains to their request for a
liquor license.

Mr. O’Donaghue stated that they were seeking a beer and wine license for Bed, Bath and Beyond.  He
stated that Bed, Bath and Beyond acquired Cost Plus World Markets, 200 of which hold liquor licenses,
and Bed, Bath & Beyond wished to bring that concept into its Downers Grove store by having a beer and
wine department.  He stated that it is a way to enhance the shopping experience and provide a
convenience to its customers.  He stated that a majority of the 900 square foot section will be devoted to
food and it will hold high end wine and craft beer products with average prices above that of a grocery
store.  He stated that the retail square footage of the store is 50,000 square feet.  He stated that it is a very
small component of the store.  He stated that they will not be selling domestic beer products. 

Mr. O’Donaghue stated they have had success with eleven stores across the country with this concept.  He
stated that Schaumburg was one of the first stores to hold a liquor license.  He stated that they have had
no problems at the stores with alcohol sales and have passed tests.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that she
contacted the Schaumburg police department and was advised that the store passed two tests in 2013 and
one test in 2014.   She stated that they have held a liquor license since 2012.  

Mr. O’Donaghue stated that all store employees will receive TIPs/BASSETT training.  He stated that they
are also taught how to recognize signs of intoxication.  

Mr. O’Donaghue stated that when employees are in doubt they are advised to call over a manager.  He
advised the training term used is “pass the buck”.  He stated that a manager will assist the employee and
will take over issues with a customer.

Mr. O’Donaghue provided the Commission with pictures of the food and liquor department from their
San Diego store from which they modeled the design layout.  He also provided a copy of the floor plan
for the Downers Grove store.  Mr. O’Donaghue stated that they also provided the Commission copies of
their training manual and tasting guideline policy.  

Mr. O’Donaghue stated that the liquor department is very small in relation to the overall size of the store.  
Ms. Strelau asked if there were questions from the Commission.
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Ms. Fregeau noted that the addition of liquor sales was an interesting concept for Bed, Bath and Beyond
stores.  She was familiar with the Cost Plus World Market stores.

Ms. Fregeau noted that staff determined the store could qualify as a convenience store.  She stated that the
overall size of the store was 80,000 square feet and was concerned that they could potentially expand the
size of the liquor department to 25% of that square foot amount according to the terms of the license
class.  Ms. Fregeau asked if they have or had any plans to expand the liquor departments in their stores. 
Mr. Thomasson stated that there is not a lot of room for further expansion.  He stated that they only
expect 1.5% in liquor sales.  He stated that they have about 8% in food sales.  He advised that liquor sales
will be complimentary to what the store offers as a whole.  

Ms. Fregeau asked what percent of the Schaumburg square footage was devoted to the liquor area.  Mr.
Thomasson replied the food section was 6 percent and the liquor section approximately 2 percent, totaling
8 percent of the stores total square footage.  

Mr. O’Donaghue stated that they will operate as a Bed, Bath & Beyond by offering household goods and
products and that their core business will remain unchanged.  He stated that this is an opportunity for the
customers to get something extra.  Mr. Thomasson stated it is only a component and not the focus of the
store.  Mr. O’Donaghue noted that they focus a lot on the food aspects of this area as well.  

Ms. Fregeau noted their emphasis on tastings as they have developed a separate manual and guidelines for
those.  She asked how often tastings would occur.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied that there was not a strong
emphasis on tastings but the company wanted the Village to know that they are well aware of the rules
and regulations on how to conduct them.  Mr. Thomasson added that Schaumburg holds tastings about
once a month and noted that tastings might be a bit more frequent during the holidays.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if the tasting area is roped off.  Mr. Thomasson replied that the tastings are at a
designated station which is contained within the beer/wine section.  He stated that they limit the number
of samples to three.  

Ms. Fregeau asked how many employees they will have.  Mr. Thomasson replied 90 during the holiday
season and 70-80 during other times of the year.  He added that all associates will be trained. 

Ms. Fregeau asked when they plan to begin sales.  Mr. Sotiroski replied November 18 was the target date
and that they plan to have all associates trained by mid-October.  

Ms. Fregeau asked Mr. Sotiroski about his liquor handling experience.  Mr. Sotiroski replied that he has
not managed a store with liquor nor has liquor sales experience.  He advised that he has gone through the
TIPs training program and received his certification.    

Mr. O’Donaghue noted their overall corporate liquor handling experience with the Cost Plus World
Markets and noted that there are regional and district managers involved with the Bed, Bath & Beyond
operation that have liquor handling experience.  

Ms. Fregeau noted that even experienced people have been compromised and challenged with liquor
sales. She stated that it was up to management to set the tone and tenor of the establishment. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that the training manual consists of a list of  “frequently asked questions”.  She
encouraged them to contact Carol for more in depth examples of training materials for their use.

Ms. Fregeau stated that there are penalties for selling to minors in the manual but did not see the
consequences for employees who are involved in the sale to a minor.  
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Ms. Fregeau asked how they plan to train staff.  Ms. Reed replied that all associates go through a
thorough training with their corporate manual.  She stated that they also have follow up training while
managers continually observe them to be sure they are performing well.  She stated that TIPs/BASSETT
training will be required for stores that serve liquor.  She stated that staff members are directed to get a
manager if customers challenge them in some way.  She stated that managers have a higher level of
professional training on how to deal with and respond to difficult customers.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if they plan to have additional liquor training in addition to TIPs/BASSETT.  Mr.
O’Donaghue noted that they have meetings with employees and the aspects they may have to deal with
from those buying alcohol.  He stated that if an employee is not certain how to handle a situation, they are
trained to seek help from management.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if there is a lock out or POS register system for liquor sales.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied
no and that they do not as liquor sales are a very small component of their overall operation.  He stated it
would be cost prohibitive to install that software and programs nationwide and not feasible in relation to
the small amount of alcohol sales they expect.  Mr. Thomasson stated that whenever alcohol is scanned,
the register will prompt the employee to ask for identification.   He stated employees are directed to card
everyone regardless of age.  He stated that they also ask if the individual is 21.  Mr. O’Donaghue stated
that he was counsel for the State Liquor Commission.  He stated that simply asking the question “are you
21" is an effective way to trip someone up who tries to misrepresent their age.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if they plan to accept vertical licenses.  Mr. O’Donaghue stated that the manual does
allow for them to accept the vertical identification if the identification is highly scrutinized.  He stated
that Bed, Bath & Beyond does not get a lot of customers that have just turned 21.  He stated  that they
would consider amending that policy if the Village required it.  Ms. Fregeau replied that they are not in a
position to tell them not to take the license, but felt it was a very good idea that they not take it.  She
stated that there have been a number of instances where employees misread it.  She recommended that
they use more visual as to what to look for on the vertical license and place additional emphasis on it
should they consider taking it. Mr. O’Donaghue stated he appreciated her suggestion.  

Ms. Fregeau asked how they will recognize out-of-state licenses.  Mr. Thomasson stated that will have
reference photos posted of the Illinois drivers’ license but was unsure why it was not included in the
manual.  He added that they do have an out-of-state id checking guide and have a number of visual
displays about the licenses and signage throughout the department.

Ms. Fregeau stated that staff has good examples and materials that they could make use of.  

Mr. Jacobson stated he frequented the store and that liquor sales seems unusual.  He stated that corporate
must feel the lack of liquor availability in the area will result in profit to this store.  

Mr. Jacobson stated that the manual seemed lacking overall.  He stated that they spoke of BASSETT,
however, the manual does not refer to BASSETT nor does it refer to TIPs.  He was concerned that there
was no liquor handling experience at the store and felt that Bed, Bath & Beyond had the resources to
bring in more experienced people.  

Mr. Jacobson asked about Leonard Feinstein and noted that he had no personal interest but was associated
with entities that have a liquor license as listed on Liquor Form-4 application.  He asked what association
he had.  Mr. O’Donaghue stated that Mr. Feinstein is the president and secretary of Liberty Procurement. 
Mr. Thomasson stated that Mr. Feinstein is one of the original founders of Bed, Bath & Beyond and is on
the Board of Directors of Bed, Bath & Beyond and Cost Plus World Markets.  He stated that Mr.
Feinstein is associated with other liquor licensed establishments throughout the United States on a
corporate level.   
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Mr. Jacobson stated that no one on the application has liquor handling experience for this store.  Mr.
O’Donaghue agreed.  He stated that there are members within the corporation, regional managers and
other levels in the chain of command with experience.  He added that people with less experience tend to
be more diligent.  He stated that the overall operation of the store requires its employees to follow
procedures, particularly in the liquor department.  He stated that this manager’s inexperience in liquor
sales should not disqualify them for the license.  He was uncertain if any other staff members at the store
have some type of liquor handling experience and noted that the regional manager has experience through
the Schaumburg store.  

Mr. Jacobson stated that there are big businesses in town that have failed tests and sold to minors.  He was
concerned that the packet was lacking.  He did not think that their asking a customer if they are 21 is a
safeguard.   He stated that punishment for liquor violations is substantial.  He stated that they noted that
representatives do not have many under 21 customers.  He stated not taking the vertical licenses avoids a
lot of problems, especially if they don’t expect those who are under 21 to frequent the store. 

Mr. Jacobson stated that they do not have a lot of information on how employees are to look at the
license.  He noted one of the features of the identification is that it states directly on the license “under 21
until xx-xx-xx”. Mr. O’Donaghue noted that carding procedures are covered in great detail in the
BASSETT certified training.  Mr. Jacobson asked where the manual referred to BASSETT training.  Mr.
O’Donaghue replied that TIPs is a national program and BASSETT is an Illinois based training program. 
He stated that carding is discussed as part of that three hour training course. 

Mr. Jacobson stated that he understood that employees both store training and certified training.  He felt
that identification checking should be covered in more detail in their manual.  He suggested that they skip
accepting the vertical license.  He stated that in addition to the training course employees should be
trained on how to follow company procedure as well.  

Mr. O’Donaghue stated that he represented a client whose employee sold to a minor.  He stated that there
is no system that is fool proof or perfect.  He stated that they can lessen the risk by being diligent and
having training and follow up refresher courses.  

Mr. Jacobson recommended that they speak to staff about obtaining additional training materials. 

Mr. Jacobson asked how often they hold staff meetings with the associates.  Mr. Thomasson stated that all
employees will be trained through their in-store certified trainer.  He stated that they hold quarterly
meetings where they meet with staff to cover policies and procedures.  

Mr. Jacobson asked why they chose a P-2 (beer and wine) versus a P-1 (full alcohol) license.  He stated
that he felt there may be some question as to whether they can qualify as a “convenience store”.  Mr.
O’Donaghue stated that class was chosen after consultation with staff as to which license they should
apply for.   

Mr. Jacobson asked if it would matter if they applied for a full alcohol license.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied
that they have no intention of selling hard liquor based on their business model.  

Mr. Jacobson stated that the Commission wants them to be successful and to do well.  He stated that
being a convenience store was concerning to him and added that the P-2 license only allows for wine
tasting.  He stated that the P-1 allows tasting of beer, wine and spirits.  He was unsure if that was the
intent of the ordinance, but it does not allow beer tasting pursuant to Code.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied that
the convenience store definition was the best that fit with their operation.  He stated that they are not a
grocery store, drug or liquor store.  
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Mr. Krusenoski asked if all 70-90 employees are over 21.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied no.  Mr. Krusenoski
asked if there is a policy for those cashiers who are under 21.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied those under 21
will be instructed to call a manager or someone who is over 21 to ring up liquor sales.  

Mr. Krusenoski stated that the manual was lacking a sign off sheet for employees acknowledging that
they have read and understand their policy manual.  He stated that the consequences for an employee
involved in the sale of liquor to a minor was also missing.  

Mr. Krusenoski stated that there would be a disproportionate impact on the business if they were caught
selling liquor as the fine could potentially be more than the 2% in revenue they expect in revenue.  

Mr. Krusenoski stated that they do not need to scrutinize the date of birth on the under 21 license as it
reads “under 21 until xx-xx-xx” on the face of the license. 

Mr. Krusenoski stated that it was his opinion that quarterly meetings were too infrequent to instill the
importance of liquor serving day in and day out.  He stated that employees should be reminded to ask for
id and to check the id to create an atmosphere for the employees regularly.  

Mr. Krusenoski suggested that they implement the acknowledgment form.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied that
a sign off sheet is contained in the separate employee manual.  He stated that they could implement a
separate sign off for the liquor manual.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked how long Schaumburg had held a license.  Mr. Thomasson replied two years.  Mr.
Krusenoski asked if they had any controlled buys.  Ms. Kuchynka replied two were passed in 2013 and
one was passed in 2014. 

Mr. Clary asked if all those over 21 will be BASSETT trained.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied that all
employees, whether over 21 or not, will be BASSETT trained.  

Mr. Clary asked if the tastings were contained in a confined area.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied they will be
contained within the liquor department at a designed podium table.  He stated that no more than three
samples will be given by employees over 21 or by a distributor’s representative.  He added that carding
will take place and they will have a floater monitoring the area.   Mr. O’Donaghue replied that the tastings
will not be that frequent. 

Mr. Clary asked if there were coolers in the liquor area.  Mr. Thomasson replied no and that they will
only be warm beer displays.    

Mr. Clary asked how they planned to advertize the tastings.  Mr. Thomasson replied in-store only and
information about the tasting will be displayed on a chalkboard.

Mr. Austin stated that they project 1.5% in liquor sales on their application and asked what that may
amount to in dollar figures.  Mr. Thomasson replied about $2,500 a month.

Mr. Austin asked about David Alt who was referred to in the training manual.  Mr. Thomasson replied
that he is a corporate operations manager who oversees nationwide liquor operations.  Mr. Thomasson
noted that Mr. Alt is the contact person for a manager when they have questions about liquor operations.  

Mr. Austin asked if the manual was for store managers or employees.  Mr. Thomasson replied both.  

Mr. Austin questioned the experience of the store employees.  Mr. Sotiroski replied most have retail sales
experience and held positions at hardware stores, supermarkets and malls.  
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Mr. Austin stated he was concerned with the level of experience in terms of who is going to oversee
liquor operations.   He did not feel comfortable that they did not have an in depth manual.  

Mr. Austin stated that the Commission recommended BASSETT certification by ordinance.  He stated
that training is a standard minimum.  He felt that minimum was an area of concern as their manual is not
comprehensive.  

Mr. Austin stated that the corporation is successful and that they have good intentions, however
sometimes the best intentions are not good enough.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied that the Commission should
consider their Schaumburg model.  He stated that there were very few employees who had experience in
selling alcohol, however, they have passed three stings and have implemented strong liquor selling
policies and have been successful.  He stated that it may be unusual to have an applicant with little history
and experience but he did not think that as a weakness.  

Mr. Austin stated that he felt that the P-1 full alcohol license would be better suited for them.  Mr.
O’Donaghue stated that the P-1 would give them the ability to sell spirts which is not a need in their
business model.  He stated that there is no intention to sell spirts and added that none of the 200 Cost Plus
World Markets  sell spirits.  He stated if for some reason in the future they plan to add spirits, they fully
understand that they will need to upgrade the license. 

Ms. King stated that penalties are referred to in the manual for the employee however they may wish to
add the hearing costs of $1,000 and that they could be fined up to $15,000 for a violation.  

Ms. King asked how many cashiers are over 21.  Mr. Sotiroski replied about 90%.  Ms. King asked if
there could be a time when there are a lack of over 21 employees to ring up a sale.  Mr. Thomasson stated
that in addition to other cashiers, there are supervisors up front and a manager available to help under 21
employees ring up sales.

Ms. King asked how items will be packaged  Mr. Thomasson replied bottles of wine, 6-packs and that
some craft beers are sold in larger, single-serve bottles.  He stated that every alcohol item scanned will
prompt the cashier to request identification.  

Ms. King stated that their biggest hurdle will be training the large number of employees.  She added with
a small percentage of alcohol, they may not get a lot of practice selling.

Mr. O’Donaghue stated that Schaumburg has been tested by the police department and passed all three
tests.  He stated no matter how much training there is and lock outs on the register, humans will still make
mistakes.  

Ms. King told them to be cautious if they plan to accept the vertical license.  

Chairman Strelau asked Ms. Kuchynka if there was staff discussion about altering the current license
structure to better accommodate Bed, Bath & Beyond.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that she discussed the
applicant’s request with the Village Attorney and staff felt that the convenience store definition was broad
enough for them to qualify.  She stated that they would license Target or Walmart with the same
classification.  She stated that Bed, Bath & Beyond carries food and household cleaning products. 

Chairman Strelau stated that by ordinance, they cannot conduct beer tastings.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that
the ordinance can be amended to allow beer tastings and it was never the intention of not allowing them. 
Chairman Strelau stated that staff can work on an accommodation to their request.  Mr. O’Donaghue
noted that there are no coolers and he was uncertain if beer would be included in the tastings.  Mr.
Thomasson noted that they have not taste tested beer in Schaumburg.  Mr. Thomasson noted that there is
a cooler in the Schaumburg location.  Chairman Strelau understood that being a large corporation, stores
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do the same thing at each location in order retain consistency.  She stated that if this location cannot taste
beer, the Downers Grove restriction may get lost in the shuffle.  

Chairman Strelau stated that it is the Commission’s intention to help them to succeed.  She stated that
when they see manuals and have discussion such as tonight, they often see well intentioned applicants
back for violations.  She stated that the management sets the tone and tenor of the establishment.  She
stated that quarterly meetings do not set a serious tone for liquor sales.  She stated some licensees speak to
their staff every day which helps to reinforce the importance of liquor sales.  She stated it may be a
struggle for them as they have so many cashiers that need training.   She stated that they are taking on a
tremendous hurdle for a very small benefit.  She stated exposure is high for the amount of sales they
expect.  

Chairman Strelau asked if all cashiers will be trained whether they are under 21 or not.  Mr. Thomasson
replied yes.  

Chairman Strelau stated that they are not saying they do not want liquor sales at Bed, Bath and Beyond,
but there are concerns from the Commissioners.  She encouraged them to review their manual and request
additional materials from staff.  She stated that they will have a better understanding of the Commission’s
concerns when they see manuals with more detail included.  

Chairman Strelau asked if there were any comments from staff pertinent to the application.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that the license is contingent upon receipt of satisfactory background checks, the annual
fee, dram shop insurance, employee certifications and revised certificate of occupancy, if required. 

Chairman Strelau asked if there were any comments from the public.  There were none.  

Ms. King asked what their policy is on carding anyone appearing under 30 or 40.   Mr. Thomasson stated
that they card everyone, which is included in the manual.  

Mr. Austin stated that there are a lot of little things missing from the manual.  He was concerned that it
was not a manual for employees and noted the lack of experience on behalf of the manager.  

Mr. Clary stated that he has seen some of the best manuals and just because the manual is good, does not
mean employees will follow it.  He stated that it is their responsibility to follow through with proper
training.  He stated that their success in other stores should be taken into consideration and noted there
have been no violations in Schaumburg.  He stated that if they get caught there will be consequences.  He
stated if they put in an acknowledgment for employees to sign, it will not save them if they make a
mistake.  

Mr. Jacobson stated that the problem is not the manual, but he had concern that the corporation could not
find anyone with experience in liquor sales.  He stated that the manual is not important if the management
does not back it up.  He noted two violations that occurred in 2006 under Cost Plus.  

Mr. O’Donaghue replied that of the 90 cashiers, he would guess that a fair number of them had some sort
of liquor selling experience.  He stated that they did not realize that experience was an issue and did not
pull that information from employee records.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that most stores that sell liquor have a POS system in place.  She stated they have no
system to lock out the sale on their register and noted a screen pops up that the employee is to card the
person for alcohol.  She stated they must set the tone and tenor and let employees know the consequences
of selling liquor to minors.  
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Mr. Krusenoski stated that some licensees conduct daily huddles.  He stated that Bed, Bath and Beyond is
not a liquor store and understands that their manual may not be as robust as some other establishments.

Mr. Austin stated that the manager’s manual does not explain to employees what they are supposed to do,
how they are supposed to do it and what happens if they do not do it and was unsure what was going to be
communicated to them.  He stated that the Commission made suggestions he would like them to address
at another meeting.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied that the manual states directly on it that it is for managers
and associates.  Mr. Austin stated he misunderstood the reference to David Alt and that managers are
directed to contact him about liquor issues.  Mr. Thomasson stated that if there are liquor issues that a
manager cannot answer, the issue would be escalated to Mr. Alt who oversees nationwide issues related to
alcohol sales.  

Mr. Krusenoski stated that a good manual is not a solid indicator that the establishment will not fail a
control buy. 

Chairman Strelau stated that in the past the Commission has made recommendations for changes to
manuals.  She stated that some of the members may believe that the manual needs more than a few
changes and they would like to see a better document.  She stated that the Commission is not aware of the
consequences to employees when there is a violation.  

Mr. Clary did not believe that those under 21 would regularly attempt to buy liquor at Bed, Bath &
Beyond.  Ms. Fregeau stated that if teenagers find that liquor is readily available, they will try to
purchase.   Mr. Jacobson added this is not an issue about the Village’s control buy program but all the
other 21 year olds who may attempt purchases.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if the manual was at issue or the lack of experience of the representatives.   Mr.
Thomasson stated that he has sales experience at the Schaumburg store.  Mr. Jacobson stated everything
seems to be lacking.  Mr. O’Donaghue stated there is nothing in any liquor statute that an applicant have
prior experience as a qualification to obtain a liquor license.   

Chairman Strelau stated that the Commission wants them to succeed and the Commission has different
opinions on if the material presented will allow them to operate properly.  

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman Strelau asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with
regard to their liquor license application.

MR. CLARY MOVED TO FIND BED, BATH & BEYOND OF CALIFORNIA, LLC D/B/A BED,
BATH & BEYOND LOCATED AT 1548 BUTTERFIELD ROAD,  QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS
"P-2", BEER AND WINE ONLY, OFF-PREMISE CONSUMPTION LIQUOR LICENSE.   

The Motion failed due to lack of a second. 

MR. AUSTIN MOVED THAT THE APPLICATION HEARING OF BED, BATH & BEYOND BE
CONTINUED TO NEXT MONTH’S MEETING.

Chairman Strelau stated that was not the motion on the floor and asked for a second.  Ms. Didier stated
that Mr. Austin can make the motion if there is no second.  She stated he may make the motion and if
there is no second to that, another motion will be required.  

Mr. Krusenoski seconded Mr. Austin’s motion to table the hearing until next month’s meeting.  
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VOTE: Aye: Mr. Austin, Mr. Krusenoski, Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Jacobson, Chairman
Strelau

Nay: Mr. Clary, Ms. King

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:2:0

Motion carried. 

Chairman Strelau stated that the application hearing has been tabled to next month’s meeting.   Ms.
Kuchynka asked if they wish the applicant to review policies based on tonight’s discussion.  The
Commission agreed.  

Mr. O’Donaghue stated that he may not be able to address the issue of experience with corporate and tell
them that they have to hire someone with experience.  He understood their other recommendations.  

Mr. Jacobson stated that they have heard the Commission’s concerns and advised them to come back and
do whatever they think is best and take the discussion seriously.

Ms. Kuchynka asked Mr. O’Donaghue if they have an additional policy that governs all aspects of
employment at Bed, Bath & Beyond.  Mr. O’Donaghue replied yes.

Mr. O’Donaghue asked when the next meeting would take place.  Ms. Kuchynka replied October 2nd.  

V. OLD BUSINESS

Chairman Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the Commission
regarding any old business.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that there were a few forfeitures and issuances of licenses over the course of the
month.  She advised that Cork Wine & Spirits is starting build-out.  

Chairman Strelau asked if United Liquor has closed.  Ms. Kuchynka replied no.  She stated that their
license is valid through June 30th of next year.  

Chairman Strelau asked about Gnarly J’s and why they closed.  Ms. Kuchynka replied there were
financial issues. 

VI. NEW BUSINESS

Chairman Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the Commission
regarding any new business.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated there will be an October meeting concerning Bed, Bath & Beyond review and re-
discuss policies.    

Ms. Fregeau referred to the ILCC articles contained in the month end report.  She asked how many
Downers Grove licensees have bouncers.  Ms. Kuchynka replied Rita’s.  Ms. Fregeau stated that a bill
was passed that requires bouncers to obtain certified training.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that only servers are
required to obtain certification in Downers Grove.  She added that the bill requires bouncers in Cook
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County to be certified, according to the article.  Ms. Didier confirmed that the bill does only require Cook
County workers and would not apply to bouncers across the State.

Ms. Fregeau referred to Senate Bill 728 regarding multiple violations within a five year time period and
asked if that would affect Downers Grove disciplinary decisions.  Ms. Kuchynka was unsure and would
look into the matter.  She stated that since 2006 it has been Village policy to consider the licensee’s
history from the past five years.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about BASSETT training and if it becomes available free of charge, she would like to
attend.  

VII. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.  

VIII. ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, Chairman Strelau called for a motion to adjourn.

Mr. Krusenoski moved to adjourn the September 4, 2014 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by
acclimation at 8:12 p.m.
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